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licensed osteopath and "fastist"
votes of some of his Democratic colThis ends one chapter of the
to Mexico. This became
through each regional reserve bank mand and 5 per cent of time deposits. which operates the subways, fifteen
Kipsack county, Washington, of man- leagues, in the Interests of certain
t.wo
and will bear the guarantee both of
and
a
the
suit
at
in
famous
valued
must be kept
known to officials here today, when
thousand shares of stock
Involving
was
woman
charged great banking interests that have hart
slaughter. The
the regional bank and the govern- bank's own vaults;
half million acres of land near
this amount. Venner is a minority it was found that a large shipment
with causing the death of Claire Wil- - a hand throughout in framing this
ment.
Chihuahua, Mexico, which has
in the regional reserve banks; and stockholder of the Interborough.
recently had been made by that route,
food
from her. hill. The senator from Oklahoma has
liamson by withholding
If the demand for currency in any the remaining
in eithbeen in the United States court
In connection with an order for arms
C
section of the country exceeds the er place the bank may choose.
SS
accepted the most offensive provisions
here for the past few days and
V
V X
for the Huerta government in Japan,
OELANO TO SUCCED
of the Aldrich bill and has . covered
advices here say the munitions are , which has attracted wide atten- supply of circulating money, a regionThese immense funds of reserves X CLEMENTS IS
HARRISON ON MONON. them with a mask to deceive the peoal bank can secure this new money from "member banks" together with S
tion.
RENOMINATED.
V: rifles discarded by the Japanese army
ple." Senator Owen declared SenaJames A. Garfield, son of the
from the government and put it into government moneys will make up the
Washington, D. C, Dec. 23. X recently, in favor of a new type. Al- New York, Dec. 23. Frederic A. De tor Bristow had been excluded from
twentieth president of the Unit- - X
circulation; but a gold reserve of 40 deposits of the regional reserve banks. X Judson C. Clements of Georgia,
though manufactured originally in the
lano, former president and one of the the deliberations of the Democrats,
ed States. D. .1. Cable, of Lima,
per cent and commercial paper equal Each of these banks will be adminis- X was reappointed today by Presi- - X imperial Japanese armories, like the
receivers of the Wabash railroad, was because they did not want their con
and the X Ohio, and Francis C. Wilson, of
to the full value of the note must be tered by a board of nine directors, six X dent Wilson as a member of the X old Springfield muskets
held as a reserve behind each note so of whom will be elected by the banks X Interstate Commerce Commission X Krags, which followed them in this X Santa Fe, represented the plain- - X today elected president of the Chica ference to "become a debating society."
issued. This provision is expected to and three appointed by the federal re- X and his nomination was hurried X country, the arms were disposed of V tiffs. Manuel U. Vigil, of Albu- - X go, Indianapolis and Louisville
"My allegation is that this bill has
company, known as the Monon,
X by the government to private dealers X querque, was one of the attorneys
X to the senate.
be the Influence that will drive the serve board.
was
who
been drawn in the interests of the
for the Xorth western Coloniza- - X ti succeed Fairfax Harrison,
onks may rediscount X The senate immediately con- - X and It is understood that In such a
new money back Into retirement when
T
j
X firmed Commissioner Clements. X
tion and Improvement company. X recently elected president of the South-,erIt is no longer needed.
I
(Continued on page eight).
Railway company.
four).
The following analysis presents th
t
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WE ARE PREPARED

AND DECENT

--

S S T! AND THE
BEAUTV SHOP IS
A TOTAL WRECK

New

To take care of all Xmas orders,
large or small, on

THAT

Ducks, Oysters, Extra Taney Holly, Wreaths,
OVER

A

TON

h

AT

CANDY

THE

RIGHT

STATE-HOUST-

PRICE.

tl GROCERY CO.

WIN1

It

OF XMAS

WOOC

L

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

forget-nre-not-

T. & S. F.

Railroad Depot

The Denver & Rio Grande

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most impor-

tant part.

The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light ? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Qood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

HP

fifty-ce- nt

PHONE 85 MAIN.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

I

j

j

POWER
N'

32--

IS QUITE SO CONVEN- IENT as to touch the button and
your stove Is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

post-ca- rd

STOPS

THE

23, 1913.

jTlGHTli

ON'S

I

CAPITAL COAL YARD
AM? SETAI

FUNERAL

j

if
ll

WAY THE

REPUBLICAN PARTY

j

PHOFE 40.

E

THE

OLD

Dec. 23.

pooing establishment under the Hotel Small Red and Yellow
Spots on Leg.
Astor, caters to some eccentric cus
Covered with Dry Scale.
Had to
tomers, but when a
white
Persian cat was sent down in the
SEEMED
PALLWalk Floor Nights. CuticuraSoap
WERE
THERE
dumbwaiter today she raised her hands
and Cuticura Ointment Cured.
BEARERS FROM NEARLY EVERY and exclaimed, "That IS the limit!"
The tabby had a card around his
R. F. D. No. 3, Clarkfleld, Minn.
" My
COMPLAINT.
neck labeled "Bunny Hug, .Mrs Grace trouble was of long standing. It started
Reis Brown, New Castle, Pa." A note with some small red and yellow spots about
tbe size of a pin head on my
(By Gilaou Gardner.)
accompanying the card explained that
leg and every morning there
One o Mrs. Brown desired to have Bunny
Washington, u, c., Dec.
was a dry scale on top cov
the most decent and impressive funer- Hug shampooed so that he would look
ering the affected part and
als ever seen in Washington was that his best at the Atlantic Cat Club show,
when those scales were fallaccorded last, week to the old Republi- which opened at the Astor. So Julia
ing off the itching was more
than I could stand at times.
can party. I'allbearors were present started in.
, The first year I did not
from practically every state. Charles
She sponged Bunny Hug thoroughly
mind it so much as it was
U. Hilles acted as chief mourner. Jim with scented soap, and them gave him
only itching very badly at
Watson, of Jiulhall investigation fame, an alcohol rub down. Bunny hug is times, but the second year it advanced all
with prize ribbons galore,
and also of some notoriety acquired at an
around my leg and the itcliing was terrible,
i had to be very careful to have my clothing
the Chicago convention, held a proxy He uidn t mind the operation a bit.
..'ouiid the affected part very loose. At
It was only when Julia brought out
and took a prominent part. Murray
l ight time I often happened to scratch the
Crane, Penrose, Gallinger and Root the electrical apparatus used in hair f.,re
in my sleep. Then I had to stand up,
.were present and walked beside the drying that the cat with the rabbit
got out of bed and walk the floor.
remains. Borah said a few solemn
"Then I read the advertisement of Cutif
cura Soap and Ointment and I wrote for a
words and Cummins laid a bouquet of cal fivwhee.l hptran tn nnrr. Hnnnv
arched his back and began to yowl sample and got It. To my surprise I was
on the coffin.
feeling relief after the second application.
The reason the national committee alarmingly,
So I got a cako of Cuticura Soap and a
Suddenly he jumped clear of Julia's
box of Cuticura Ointment and when I
voted overwhelmingly against calling
arms.
and
had used them I was nearly over the itching,
Clawing
spitting frantical
a national Republican convention is
on
so
I
he
the brass cylinder
got another box and that healed it
lighted
because they knew and practically ad ly,
all up so it looked smooth and fine, but I
mitted among themselves that any containing the buzzer and tried to deon
with the Cuticura Soap for six weeks
kept
such convention would decapitate this molish it. Over went the table, heapand the cure was complete.'! (Signed) S. O.
ed wilh hair tonics and massage
connational committee. They would
Gordcn, Nov. 20, 10)2.
Julia screamed, and three
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
vention themselves out of their jobs. creams.
to the panic.
added
voice
60c.
are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
employes
That is not what they chiefly desire.
each mailed free, with
in an uproar.
Skin Book. AdThere will be no resurrection for tbe The shop was
dress
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
.Tust then Mrs. Brown, clad in a
Republican party and there is no
.WMen who shavn and shampoo with Cuboom for Hartley, Borah, Cummins or new channelise, entered. With one j ticura Soap will find it best for skin and
scalp.
dive she swept eight moist pounds of
Hoot. Requiescat in pace.
Indignant cat, to her bosom. Then
she turned off the buzzer. It was an
An impressive illustration
of thejhour bpf0re the shop got straightened LIMBURGER
fact that th invisible government still out.
HIGH SCHOOL
has strings in Hs hands and puppets
at the end of the strings was furnished when Elihu Hoot of the overtower-inj-r STORK APPEARS AT
23.
Marshall, Mich., Dec.
Intellect delivered his few brief
WORKS
AND
SEA
cheese caused a cessation of
remarks on currency legislation in the
school activities at the high school
senate. The puppets all began to
New York, Dec. 23. Red with rtisl during the third period.
dance and clap their hands and the
from bridge rail to Plimsoll line, the
Three boys, whose names are withcountry heard much of the vast statesBritish freighter Bechuana, from
held, brought a pound each, of
Root.
of
of
Such
manship
champions
to school and placed some of
Bay, Southeast Africa, by way
Democracy as Andy Carnegie rushed of
Bombay, steamed into the port of it in the assembly room and in the
to the front to nominate Root for presNew
ident, and all the literature circulated would York with a stork story thai recitation rooms. A hurried search
put Hans Anderson to shame t y the janitor rjvialcJ that ut least
by the National City Bank of New
"We were a thousand miles off th1 there was nothing dead in the l"r!.-York teems with eulogies for Root's
clinching arguments against the ad- coast of Africa," said Chief Officer lug.
Alan C. Avery, "when early one morn
ministration's currency
.Superintendent Aliilliarmid
legislation.
bgai
All that had really happened was that ing as T was on the bridge I saw n an investigation
By elimination he
one of the representatives
of Wall stork heading directly toward ti Uptight the number of suspects down
an inspection ol
street had vol ed Wall street's oppo- though the smashing gale. In a few fo seven and
sition to a measure which threatens to minutes the bird reached the Be coat pockets revealed ihe offenders.
break up the concentration of the peo- chuana and fell exhausted on thf
ple's money in the speculative centers deck.
of the stock market.
"Well, sir, in about two hours thf
Every Woman
stork began to show signs of life, and
Is Interested
and should
it was soon moving about the deck.
know about the wonderful
That a great majority of farmers
Whirling
Spny
"Along about two bells in the afterfail to apply existing agricultural
Douche
noon watch Captain Bulkeley called
knowledge to their business Is the to me to come
below, and there was
complaint made by Secretary Houston his chow
dog Nellie with three puppies A sic yourdrul Bt for
in his annual report.
The only sucM. If lie cannot supcessful way to overcome this condition that had arrived some time that mornply the MARVEL,
You
can't
make
ing.
ton
men
the
accept no other, but
so far discovered by the department
send stain p for book.
the
Bechuana
believe
that
the
stork
is to "cath them young." The experts
Marvel Co.. 44 E. 21U St. M.
when it came to and got busy, didn't
get the boys and girls on the farm and
bring those chow puppies.
g
by organizing corn clubs,
"That stork lived aboard ship for
and
tomato
clubs,
canning clubs, three duys, and then one
morning sailteach the coining generation the Im- ed
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
away.''
pressive lesson of intensive, cultiva
tion that an acre which has been
GUARDING AGAINST TROUP.
WINDOWS, DOORS
yielding thirty bushels can be made to
The best safeguard against croup Is
yield 1?,0 bushels.
a bottle of Fnlev'a W nnov ond Tar
AND MOULDING
In propogating this idea the depart-- j
Compound in the house. P. H. Ginn.
mem. hub even leiu usen to uie oistri-'iddleton, Ga., writes: "My children
bution of a book which has put inloiare very susceptible to croup,
easily
fiction the facts and lessons which are catch cold. I give them
SAWYER
Foley's
taught. "Joe the Book Farmer," ey and Tar Compound and in every
recently published
by the Harper instance they get nromot relief nnrt
Jiros. company, and written bv
are soon cured. We keep it at home 223 San Francisco St. Phone 206 W
southern newspaper man, Carrard and prevent croup." Sold by The CapSANTA FE, N. M.
Harris, was handed to all the visiting ital Pharmacy,
boys and girls the prize winners
who came to Washington recently to
celebrate their success.
OF THE

Candy, Fruits, Nuts, Turkeys, Chickens,
AND

WAS

OF

Miss Julia
Brady, presiding genius of the shamYork,

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

Lim-burg-

RAILROAD COMPANY.
Christmas and New Year Holiday Excursion Fares

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Del-ago- a

FROM all stations

on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande
Southern Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico
TO all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande Southern
Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico.
ALSO FROM all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande Rallroaod to
all stations In COLORADO on the following lines: CHICAGO,
BURLINGTON
& QUINCY R. R., CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &
PACIFIC RY., COLORADO & SOUTHERN RY., COLORADO MIDLAND RY., FLORENCE & CRIPPLE CREEK RY., MISSOURI-PACIFIRY., SAN LUIS SOUTHERN RY., UNION PACIFIC R, R.

FARES
One

first-clas-

s

fare for the round trip to all points on the

one-wa- y

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
To all points on above Foreign Lines
mentioned, the fare will be
made by the use of one first class fare for the round
to Pueblo
or Denver plus fare and one third, Pueblo or Denver to trip
destination.
Dales of Sale, Dec. 23d, 24th, 25th
1913, and Jan.
1914.

andJIst,
Return Limit, January 5th,

FOR INFORMATION

1st,

1914.

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

r

L. A. HUGHES,

C.

L

R.

POLLAKD,

President.

J.

Secretary.

N.-M-

CRICHTON,
&

Treasurer.

I. J.

Hon-bein-

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Goast, via

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

Washington is still hearing the
echoes of that speech delivered by the
secretary of labor at Seattle before
the A. P. of L, convention. What Mr.
Wilson said about human rights as opposed to the claims of property rights
has stirred up property to a most un
usual extent. For instance, a pamph- let is just being sent out widely by the
National Founders' association (what-ever that may be) whose president is
William L. Barr, of Buffalo, and which
has offices at 141 Broadway, New
York, and 29 South La Salle street,
Chicago, as well as in Buffalo.
In this pamphlet, Mr. Barr, Its au-- !
thor, voices some characteristically
stupid ideas on the sacredness of
property as opposed to human rights. ;
He takes violent exception, for exampie, to what Secretary of Labor Wil- liam.B. Wilson said: "Law created:
titles not primarily for the welfare ol
the man to whom it conveys it, but for
the welfare of the community. Sowhether right-- '
ciety has conceived,
that the hest
fully or wrongfully,
method of promoting the welfare of
society is to convey titles to lndi-- .
viduals in real estate and personal effects."
ilr. Barr replies that property ex- Isted before government:
"Histor-- j
the
he says,
icaiiy ana morally,
citizen and his property existed before
this government, and he created this
government to protect himself and

FOB

S

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

1

AGENTS The FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

fcij? Your Business Solicited.'

-

Phone 100 and 35. W.

::

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

j

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

-'

j

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of tbe Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department,
fc

that

v.i.s liW
Of course whatever

rights existed
before government were based on ceo
quest, so Mr. Barr believes in the
sacredness of that kind of property
which is acquired by the longer spear,
the heavier club, the quicker blade or
any other method of force, or by theft.
This is the sacredness of the rights
of property which existed before

Located In the beautiful Peeoi
Valley.l,700feetaboTe ea level,
uoahloe every day. Ones alt
work throughout the entire
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL sueh as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Pour,
teen officers and Instructors, all
(radsates from standard Eastern eolleces.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.

erects

NOT BEYOND HELP AT 87.

:

E. A. CAHOO W, President.
1. E. RHEA,

r Fer particulars and Illustrated eata.
cue, address;

COL.JAS,W.WlLLSON,S0pf.

r

'J

bladder weakness,
stiffness in joints, weak, inactive kidney action and rheumatic pains, are
all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs.
Mary A. Dean, 47 E. Walnut St., Taun
ton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my
87th birthday, and thought I was be
yond the reach of medicine, but Foley
Kidney Pills have proved most beneficial in my case."
g

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

:1fcvr?

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

The

East

Best
Route

or

West

;For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft., El Paso, Texas.

EUGENE FOX,

MULLIGAN & RISING,

i

IiEA.IDQ,XJ-A.K,TEI-

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

potato-growin-

.

manager

th-:- n

ASK FOR TICKETS

I

I

VM A CI

FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

'Next Door to Postoffice.

- XMAS!

AM

CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAY

Our line of Xmas Delicacies this year is the
most complete we have ever had, and that
means the best in the city. We are listing a
few of the " Goodies " we are offering :
to 20c per lb. Huyler's ExquisChristmas candies, 12
ite Chocolates, 40c to $5.0 per box. Vassar and Nobility Chocolates, 35c to $2.50 per box.
DECORATIONS
Tree decorations, tinsel, etc., from 1c up. Xmas
Bells, from 1c to 20c for t e large ones.
GREENS We will have a full Ine of Holly and Holly and Immortelles Wreaths,
Holly In bulk, Roping Mistletoe,
etc.
ORANGES
New Navels, 30c, 35c, 40c, 45c, 50c and 60c per doz. Per
case, $3.50
FLORIDA GRAPE-FRUI3 for 25c, 10c and 20c.
IMPORTED MALAGA AND CA.IFORNIA RED GRAPES.
CANDIES

2

d

GERMAN CHRISTMAS CAKE.
LEBKUCHEN
PFEFFEHNUS E German Nut Cakes.
MRS. WARNER'S FRUIT CAKE.
HEINZ AND BLUE LABEL PLUM PUDDING.
CIGARS IN XMAS BOXES Osmundos, Tom Moore, Tiberius, Little
Tom, Sierra Cruz and mary others.
FANCY TOBACCOS IN GLASS HUMIDORS.
EXTRA FANCY APPLES Jonathans,
Wlnesaps, Grimes' Golden,
Black Ben and others, $1.75 per box.
NUTS Walnuts, Almonds, Filbers, Pecans, Black Walnuts, Hickory
Nuts. Chestnuts, Peanuts. Etc.
IMPORTED CLUSTER RAISINS, Smyrna Figs in baskets, Stuffed
Figs and Dates in Glass.
FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES We will have everything ob
tainable in the Fruit and Vegetable line at this period of the

year.
POULTRY Turkeys, Ducks, Geese, Springs and Hens.
FRESH MEATS Beef, Pork, M tton, Lamb, Veal, Spare Rlbe, Brains,
Wieners, Pigs Feet; also full line of Kosher Meats.
FISH OF ALL KINDS.
OYSTERS, SEALSHIPT AND . THE SHELL.
CHEESE AND DELICATESSA
GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

We Guarantee Quality and Price on Everything
That Leaves Our Store!
GET THE HABIT I - GET THE HABIT!

THE MODERN

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-6-

GROCERY

COMPANY.

ONE AND

ONE-TUR-

RATES
FADE

D

For the Round Trip Between All
Points on the

A.T.&S.F.R.R.

IN NEW MEX.,

Also to All Points on the

A.T.&S.F.

R. R. IN COLORADO,

Trinidad to Denver inclusive.
Dates of Sale, December 23rd, 24th, 25th and
31st, and Januaay 1st, 1914.

January 5th,

Return Limit,

1914.

HOLIDAY RATES FOR STUDENTS

TEACHERS

For the benefit of Students and teachers tickets will be
d
sold at rate of one and
fare for the round trip between all poinis in New Mexico, including Coast lines west
of Albuquerque, on December 19th, and 20th on condition
that sueh parties presentcertificates from teacher or principal of the school, shftw'ing attendance at said school.
Minimum sellin rate, $5.00, return limit January 5th,
1914.
,.
one-thir-

4

For particnTars, call on any agent of the Santa Fe.

Santa

JFe,H.

J

S. LUTZ, AGENT.
New Mexico.

j

TUESDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

23, 1912.

DECEMBER

PAGE THREC

inches. Following the disappearanca
moneyed individual, who pays more
SA YS
of the snow Las Vegans may expect
for eggs than if they were left to the
BELOW IN
old
to
warm weather again, according
natural market.
timers.
"The eggs are shipped direct to
"The snowfall amounted to about
Washington, Dec. 23. In a letter the cities and placed in cold storages
BELOW
four inches, beginning early Sunday
VEGAS;
to Attoreny-Genera- l
I
That luillels and cannon balls a it by abandoning il. I will do the best
Mclieyuolds,
a little
morning and continuing practically all
W. Linden, of Louisville, formerly in and whenever the market is
up and
Hying over houses, into houses and I can to get things cleared
day."
the cold storage business, (ells how short on eggs these cold storage
occasionally through the bodies of then leave.
Cattle
Suffer.
DUKE
CITY
the
supply.
the price of eggs is boosted.
house owners In Chihuahua
is the
"I'p to date there are about eight
Reports received indicate that catW. Roberts, foriner-- ! hundred federals dead and about a
"I am not aware that there is any
tie and sheep in San Miguel county 'statement of John
of Santa Ke and now living as a thousand rebels. The federals liave
rookliound trust," writes Linden, "but COUGHS THAT PREVENT SLEEP.
and northern New .Mexico are suffer ly
reason the
man" seeking to get rich but C7 wounded. The
These coughs are wearing and if SANTA FE'S COLD SNAP WAS MILD
when the cold storage plants sell eggs
ing to some extent on account of the "mining
number of wounded is so small la beto consumers the latter get trash, they "hang on," can run one down
quick in Mexico.
of
cold
and
continued
prevalence
COMPARED TO SOME OF THE
r
the vital resistwhich is dear ut any price. There physically and
I'uder dale of November -. Mr. cause tho rebels are using
Isnow. It is stated, however, that the
bullets in their warfare and when a
are very few fresh eggs allowed to ance trt disease. Mr. Bob Ferguson,
were in good condition when Roberts writes a Santa Fcan that he
THE
OTHER
CITIES
OF
STATE
bullet hits a Christian you
reach the market, either in summer 319 Pine St., Green Bay, Wise, writes:
and
are.
his
mother
but
to
can
well,
thai
be
and
winter
began
expected
or winter. Every little town in the "I was greatly troubled with a bad
DEVELOPED
WHICH
RECORD withstand the cold successfully.
there is a strong feeling that resi- know that, there's one chance in a
entire country that, is surrounded by cough that kept me awake nights.
lience in Chihuahua is not exactly do-- : hundred that he doesn't go straight to
Warmer Here.
limbo.
BREAKING
Tho federals all use Mauser
TEMPERATURES.
an egg producing territory has an Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
for
sinihle,
is
The weather bureau
authority
rides
and the steel bullets.
Their
agent and shipping house in it, kept and Tar Compound completely cured
the statement; that the mercury took
After
the
revolutionists'
describing
cannon are of French make, Saint
there either by a rich corporation or a me.1
no new tumbles in the past 21 hours. attack of several weeks ago, going
I believe is the
COLD BRINGS SUFFERING
The temperature in Santa Fe at 6 a.
detail concerning the appearance name.
j
They have about lfi pieces of
m. today was IS. In other cities it was of the
"tongue of Maine" seen in "real
guns (their heaviest artil
TO CATTLE AND SHEEP as follows:
OVERHEAD, SINGLE TRACK, HIGH SPEED GERMAN RAILWAY
war," War Correspondent. Roberts tells
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cbarges of traffic at the canal shall MANY DIPLOMATIC
have been adjusted, then the president
Is authorized to issue an executive orNOMINATIONS ARE
der declaring such suspended exempMADE TO-DAtion of full force and effect. It would
provide further that from the date
Washington, D. C, Dec. 23. Presiof such an executive order the exmade these nomiemption should be allowed, but until dent Wilson today
that time vessels of the United States nations:
Secretary of embassy, Madrid, Fred
should pay the same tolls as others.
The free toll provision is now under Morris Dearing, of Missouri.
Second secretaries: Thomas Hinckdiplomatic protest.
ley, of Washington, D. C, at Vienna.
Arthur Frazier, of Pennsylvania, at
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George T. Hummerlin, of Louisiana,
Berlin.
SUPREME COURT at Henry
Coleman May, Washington,
D. C, at Toklo.
Arthur Mason JoneB, of New York,
Washington, I). C, Dec. 23. The
government's brief against the Mid- at St. Petersburg.
west Oil company, in a case involving
Secretaries of Legations.
large areas of petroleum land, was
Hugh S. Gibson, of California, at
filed today in the supreme court. The Brussells.
suit involves an order by President
Gustave Scholle, of Minnesota, at
Taft withdrawing petroleum' lands in Havana.
Wyoming and California from entry,
Francis Monroe Endicott, of Massato reserve an adequate supply of fuel
at San Jose, Costa Rica.
chusetts,
oil for the future use of the navy.
Marshall Langhorne, of Virginia, to
The order also was designed to aid
The Netherlands and Luxemburg.
legislation to change the terms on
Sheldon White house, of New York,
which petroleum deposits can be acat
Managua.
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After
interests.
quired by private
Franklin Mott Gunther, of Virigia,
president's order was issued hundreds
of acres of such land were entered on at Christiana.
James G. Bailey, of Kentucky, at
and claimed and the value of the
Lisbon.
claims run far into the millions.
William Whiting Andrews, of Ohio,
In the present suit the government
contends that the practice followed at Berne.
William Spencer, of Pennsylvania,
by Mr. Taft is of long standing, has
been frequently recognized by con- at Caracas.
gress as not inconsistent with law, and
Second secretary of legation, Fredthat the exercise of such authority erick A. Sterling, of Texas, at Peking.
was justified on constitutional ground.
Secretary of legation and consul,
The defendants declare Mr. Taffs or- general, Henry F. Lenna, of
der was void because when it was
at San Salvador.
made there was no statute expressly
of
the
lands.
withdrawal
authorizing
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flange and Electric Lights-OppElks' Opera House. Price, per month. .. .$40.00
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
- Room
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
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Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
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House, Furnished, Good Location, Bath,
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Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month
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O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
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While many donations have been received one which perhaps Is entitled
A LITTLE HOME
of
to special mention Is the receipt of 30
FOR YOUR FAIRY stockings
"What-to-ea- t
of candy from the Las
Worry"
Travajadores.
Groceries
Tdll
us
Solve the Christmas problem
you
It all be "JIM CRACKS"
Will
boxes stationery, Kodaks, Perdeliver
need
Christmas morning or will It be some- fumes, hand mirrors, Brushes, Baby
in
thing to make the whole family Sets. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc.
I
buy and sell Mortgages, Stocks and Bonds of all kinds, Loan
COATS'
happy?
OUR XMAS MACKINAW
If you have money to
on real estate and other securities.
ADMIRAMoney
Will you start in the New Year with DISPLAY WINS
GREAT
to
eliminate the TION FROM EVERY LOOKER, LOW
a determination
loan list it with me. If you want to buy a good first mortgage or a
suggestions:
"COST OF HIGH LIVING" and put PRICES TILL THURSDAY AT THE
high class security call on me.
your savings In a little home of your HUB, N. SALMON.
Cranberries,
Turkey,
own?
Music Lessons Prof. I. L. Tello,
Room 24
Bldj?.
Mince Meat, Grape Fruit,
Telephone 194 W.
In a few years you will have spent who has studied in Berlin, w'il be
Oranges, California Grapes,
Mexico.
New
enough for rent and "superfluous" liv pleased to give lessons In vio'ln, vioFe,
ing to have paid for a little villa all lincello and piano. Terms or. applicaImported Malaga Grapes,
your own. Quit kicking about hard tion. Phone 255 W residence of
Raisins, Nuts, Candy,
times and high living and do a little Frank ricmteaux, 114 Cernllos street.
Cigars, Etc., Etc. Etc.
for
Fe.
Santa
yourself.
reasoning
not
are
Home
if
The
out
large
you
largely
Figure
Buys Napoleon
to blame for the same things you com- stone residence on East Manhattan
about.
street, formerly the property of Mr. Try
plain
Monarch or Richelieu
A man told me the other day that Luis Napoleon, has been purchased
he could never get ahead, that he had by the Rev. N. H. Hpffman.' of the
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Canned Peas
Church of the United i Brethren In
a big family to support.
are better than the
They
as
be
used
will
two
This
man
hun
house
Is
Christ.
This
making about
French Imported.
dred dollars a month and his large headquarters for the
more
each
Mission of said church, of which
flock of children spend
suyear for candy, gum and other JIM Rev. Hoffman has been appointed
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
CRACKS than it would take to meet perintendent, having been transferred
CO.
KAMI
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
H.
13
the payment on his home. MEN and from Porto Rico, where he spent
years in missionary work. Rev. HoffWOMEN; It's up to you.
B-- st!
man's family, consisting of Mrs. Hoff- Where Price
"TOWNS END,"
104 DON. GASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W
man and three children, are with him
The Real Estate Man.
fi
For
and will makt tlMfc Vjome in this city.
See Xmas window display.
1

Pin-To-

,

..,

MR. W.

LIIL)ll

At Our Window

Phone, 189 J.
9

LOCAUTEMS.

PERSONALS'

CHINA WANTS FOREIGN
MANY BANKS WANT
TROOPS WITHDRAWN.
TO JOIN NEW SYSTEM!
Washington. J). ("., Dec. 2:;. Appli-- '
cations from national banks in the' Peking, Dec. 23. The Chinese gov-soutAit MO lib AlflAd lair Id
in the new 'eminent today cabled to its represen-federa- l
for membership
Hammered Brass Electric Reading!
reserve system are being re- - talives abroHd to urge the powers to
rcn-- .
nana
Oliver
wrougni
Lamps,
all
Desk bets in
crass, ceived at the. treasury departments. agree to Russia's proposal that
jdaots,
I
.J .1 r
Dicta Din,, lit. Among the cities from which appli-- , foreign troops should be withdrawn
Li.
ters, Rocker Blotters, Hammered Cal cations came, was AVichita Falls, Tex. from the province of Chi
endars, Tie Racks, Wisk Broom Holdiers. Etched Match Holders, Hammered
;CoppeP and Brass Bowte and Trays,
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and Every
Day. You May Find Something
New and of Interest
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THE GRAY STUDIOS
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BEAR IN MIND

.

CO.

THAT WE HAVE A GREAT MANY
ARTICLES SUITABLE FOR

THIS

Christmas Presents!
ARTICLES OF MERIT THAT WILL
MAKE A GOOD, SENSIBLE GIFT!

WEEK'S
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SPECIALS

AND OVERCOATS
worth
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Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

Everything In Hardware.
LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD.'

W

11

Icvlnl-ini-

;

INSURANCE
that cannot burn
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H. WICKHAM
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saHENRY KRICKe

property
away,
HAYWARD, MANAGER,
the disaster.
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DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

-.

:i

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

in-

s.

j

THE STAR BARN
- -

W. A. WILLIAMS,

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PONIES.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.

T.F.TANNUS,M.D.

j

HOTEL DE VARGAS

Par-eni-

$

52" J:S:

WHOLESALE

U.S.

p 3ami

RESOLVED

HAVE!

LOTS OF

CHRISTMAS
PRESENTS IN OUfc.

BREAK Toll TO BUY

THEM EITHER.
(El,v

HAVE

A

LOOK

Let us take care

OUR HARDWARE STORE IS JUST THE PLACE TO BUY SENSIBLE,
USEFUL CHRISTMAS GIFTS. SILVERWARE, CARVING SETS, TABLE
CUTLERY, POCKET KNIVES, SHAVING SETS, LITTLE WAGONS, AND
A THOUSAND AND ONE THINGS WILL MAKE PRESENTS EVERY MEMWILL
LIKE; DON'T
BER OF YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR FRjlENDS
THROW YOUR MONEY AWAY BUYING SOME TRASHY PRESENT, BUT
COME TO US AND. BUY A SENSIBLE GIFT.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

PHONE 14.

UNITED

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

STATES

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT."

BANK

S

PHONE H

I

TRUST GO.
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Your Patronage Solicited

;ilimimiinilHMI
N. B. LAUGHLIN,

J.

B. LAMY,

j

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
t.

today-Fanc-

LEO HERSCH

45

JOHN W. MAYES,

your

REAL ESTATE,
INSURANCE,
SURETY BONDS.

what
and we'll
them a hurry.

Laughlin

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

Hispano-Ameri-ca-
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President

Tii"11

Santa

Does a General Banking Business.
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

SCO,

CHRISTMAS!
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T

RETAIL

s

NICE"

5TORE-1-

ME

AND

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
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RANCH,

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Saute Fe Postoftloe
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly

IV. 1VI.

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
General Manager

Start an Account for the

Editor

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, per yeir, by mall
Dally, tlx months, by mall
Waakly. par year

WORTH WHILE IS A BANK BOOK

President

Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight Glddlngs

15.00
02.50
01.00

Dally, par quarter, fey mall
Dally, par quarter, by carrier
Weakly, six months

01.25
01.50

..

.00

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos. The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
Playing and all outdoor sports.
r

a

All of Today's News Today"

Booklet Free on Request

THE VALLEViJ RANCH,

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

Boy or Girl

Have them add a little to it at regular intervals and by next
Christmas they will have saved a snug little sum and learned the
"Habit of Saving."
Why not take one of our Time Certificates and present it to some
one worthy of such a gift? That would be a gift worth while and one
that is sure to be appreciated.
' We take
great pleasure in assuring our patrons of our sincere appreciation for the business with which they have favored us during
the year now closing. The bank also extends its customers and the
public greetings and best wishes for a joyous Christmas and Happy
New Year.

would bankrupt the fellows who are
alwayB staggering under a load that
hap gone to about the final stage. The
styles of the women are enough with- out going to all these extremes with
men who have been fairly free from

the line between New Mexico and
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
Texas was formed it was- - made the
Rio Grande river, und that it has
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, J250.000.O0CAPITAL.
changed its course. Jt is reported in
El Paso that Senator Catron has a
floating grant which he will settle on
the land obtained from Texas, if any
this nuisance.
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
BUSINESS OFFICE 286
is obtained. In the meantime, as in
They Honored Him.
Here is a little story that appeals to the good old days of the territory,
the average person as it shows the hu- New Mexico is not represented in the
SO FEARFUL OF IT.
man side and the affection which we senate. Harvey B. keeps busy in the
imhh MUMiwrnMm.
The reactionaries are now taking up the matter ot the demand oi the
all grow to feel for the dumb brute house, and never misses a roll call.
hi ,mm
Liberal-Botrades un'.ui.o i.i Colorado for the recall of Governor Amnions as an argu-- j
Iordsburg
that is worthy of affection,
8
one
the
are
of;
subject
ment against the doctrine of the recall and
making
the dog mascot of the 1'ennsyl- j
the stirring topics in standpat journals.
vania railroad, killed in an effort to
The recall cannot be put in force by the trades unions alone and if there
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
jump off a moving train at Westtown HIS ONE CHRISTMAS ON
are enough other citizens who are in favor of it to bring it about then there
station, was buried here with honors
a
is no reason why it should not be done, as a majority have the right to say If
while
by employes of the railroad,
HOME
THIS EARTH
they are dissatisfied with the action of an official whom they have put into
movie man took films of the scene.
trust.
of
the
who
has
and
unworthy
proven
public position
The dog "lay in state" In the bagCuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
There is nothing of "mob rule" in it us the reactionary journals would
room- - at the station for several
Oh, yes; he's an expert on gage
Uiggs
have us believe, as they come out with their protesting editorials. It 1b simply
Boh DAN CRAWFORD, FAMOUS, "MISSIONARY
viewed
was
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat,
many.
and
by
hours
what was Intended by the fathers who determined that this should be a re- economy.
on
Central Location.
1hat fellah can was placed in a coffin and carried
Yeah!
OF 10,000 ADVENTURES,"
Why,
EMERGES
Briggs
should
of
the
the
voice
a.
intended
that
people
public instead of monarchy and
cover three slices of bread with one a station truck to a grave near the
control.
THE
FROM
HEART OF
BLACKEST
Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
chip of restaurant butter!
There is no danger In the recall when there is sufficient force back of it
There were several dogs at the
AFRICA FOR THIS ONE YULETIDE.
was
lower
box
as
the
and a fair percentage of the voters are forced to sign the petition before
and
grave also,
it can be put in operation. It is a safeguard and a protection and gives the
ed the road employes paid their last
THE BYSTANDER
will
surveilliance
under
be
that
he
understand
to
man holding public position
tribute to the animal that for years
(By Kenneth Wilcox Payne.)
SEES IT.
and that his acts will be scanned and if he does not follow out the line of
"This is my first Christmas on
had claimed their interest and respect,
9
to
to
will
whole
stahave
he
the
of
way
give
people
action which is for the interest
Bob took up his lodging at the
earth for a quarter of a century. And
one who will.
tion about four years ago. He traveled it is going to be my last, although 1
on trains at will, and was the friend shall not die for many years yet!"
It is expected that a howl will go up from the reactionary journals
The Excitement Of It.
These words are of Dan Crawford,
In the postotfice yesterday afternoon of all the railroad men.
at every suggestion of the putting in force of the recall, but it is a measure
S
THE SANITARY
This dog had the right of way on the most mysterious of all African
that is salutary and is in line with that of giving the voters the first say it was interesting to watch the people
in the selection of the nominees for public position against which the same come in with their things to mail and the trains at will and had been the
SHORTORDEBRESTflURflNT
element fought so bitterly and of which they were so fearful and which it was fun too, to see the air of the pet. One cannot feel otherwise than
they are now forced to adopt, as was shown during the recent meeting of the place and the looks on the faces of the in sympathy for those who showed
The Best That Can be Bought I
REQULAR MEALS.
national committee of the Republican party.
shoppers who were a little late In get- the respect for the little animal that
AT ANV PRICE
had won the affection of the men with
Open Day and
These reforms are bound to come and the getting back to the people of ting their things off.
It was all excitement and the very whom he had been associated.
the nation is becoming more and more an established fact, and the old line
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
Take no chances on either
bring to this case a little different
political actors may as well recognize it first as last.
atmosphere was that of the holiday
Dinner Parties. ( when a small amount will give
The reca.ll keeps before the official the fact that he must act in ac- season. Had one come down here feeling than for the woman who gives
Special
you the protection that you
cordance with pledges and hew clone to the line or the recall will be put in from Mars or some other planet and a lap dog an expensive funeral and
need, and when you do use inthat
affection
the
it
all
lavishes
upon
operation.
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
just stepped Into the office he would
surance get the best, as it is
to children if she
n
have known at once that there was ought to be given
NEW MEXICO.
SANTA FE,
the cheapest, and
were possessed of any.
something of an unusual nature going
ANOTHER INVESTIGATION.
The cases are different and the men
or else he would have thought we
on
ALWAVS SEE
railroad or along the
Uncle Sam is certainly facing a perplexing quest ion wheu he goes against are
about as nervous and excitable a in the yard of the
of
the
fond
not
the problem of the high cost of living which is just now not only attracting
could
line
help growing
people as could be constructed, and
life and
the attention of the people themselves, but the representatives of the people am not so sure that this is so
far little friend that eujoyed the
very
States.
the
United
of
in the congress
the companionship of those who had
mmmmmmmammmmmm Office United States Bank Buifdinr
from
the
either.
truth
The men or the party who can come to some conclusion that is of real
given him the privilege of an associa(FIRST FLOOR)
was
attractive
But
there
themsomething
will
demake
a
can
who
and
different
remedy
suggest
value regarding this matter
tion with the boys in the
in
the
who
and
the
bustle
and
the
has
of
American
hurry
the
people.
purchased the Insur
selves solid with the whole constituency
partments of the road.
doance Business of the L. A.
Several Investigations have been under way and as yet they have not excited manner of those who were
is a good deal of companionThere
and the very
the belated
Harvey Agency. St rone lines.
brought out anything of especial value, and the price of the materials that go ing in which mailing
in the dumb brute that loves
way
they talked to each ship
to make up the living cost continues to soar.
goodcompanies.goed protection
those who take him in and give him a
in
of
was
indicative
other
is
CHARLEY
something
GANN, Prop'r
Now, Secretary of Commerce Redtield has taken the problem up and
home. There is always response from
to make a thorough examination into mind that was out of the order. I do
asking an appropriation of
to care, as there is from
the
animal,
ofthe
not
in
the
clerks
imagine that
the question which has taken the attention of all sorts of people, including
European Plan.
fice enjoyed the thing quite as I did, the flower.
the scientist, the economist and the common gink.
Meals
At All Hours.
If the secretatry of commerce could really accomplish anything by the but we were looking at the situation
WOODY'S STAGE LINE
Rooms
in Connec- Elegant
from altogether different standpoints. AMONG THE EDITORS.
investigation and get to the boitom of the mutter and give a remedy, it would
tion. Steam Heat,
000,000 that has ever been put out and It was business and work from the pobe about as well expended as any
Prom
Electric Ligh ts and Baths.
would be of more benefit than even the battleships concerning which there sition of the postofflce force and with
No Monopoly.
huof
me
matter
was
the
little
it
BARRANCA
of
difference
TO TAOS
just
and
so
discussion
much
opinion.
has been
RATES: 75c and $1.00 PER DAY.
Notice that the merchant who is
The cost of the government has been going up with that of individual man interest. I can imagine how the afraid to advertise hasn't the monMeets
Both
North
MUSIC for DINNER and SUPPER
South
living until it has reached proportions that are fairly startling and that might clerks were wondering why in thunder opoly on business. Clovis Journal.
M
241 San Francisco Street.
Bounds Trains.
be something to be included in the investigation which Secretary Redfield these people could not do their shop
I
f
Not Compared.
CRAWFORD
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
Leave Barranca on the arrival ui
ping and their mailing at the proper
thinks of starting.
It. is said that
woman's love for
One of the members of the senate has said that he could reduce the ex time and not go and put it off until
the north bound train and arrlvsa ai
causes trouble, but it isn't missionaries the unhearalded mispenditures of the government by about no per cent and it he can he should De the last minute and then rush them to be compared to the trouble caused sionary of 10,0(i0 adventures. Yet he
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Roswell has been almost unnoticed by news
permitted to do so and if he can do that he might also be permitted to give all to the limit. But it must be said by man's love for
Ten mile shorter than any ottw
some of his time to the settlement of the other big questions regarding the for the folks behind the windows that Record.
papers in his short trip across this
Good covered hacK and eooa
way.
cost to the consumer of the things lie is forced to buy to keep himself and they did not show any of this spirit,
Time to Clean.
country, though critics are hailing
team. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
and they met the worried delinquents
his family away from the fangs of the ever present wolf.
PRIVATE
Since greeting their tax notices the him as "one of the most original and
furnished commercial men o take in
That $1,000,000 investigation of Secretary Redfield might, if spent at with a smile that was in line with the farmers of the Mimbres Valley and captivating speakers who ever stepped
the surrounding town. Wire Emau
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
cleana
feel
the
of
like
and
oil
citizens
greathome, be of some practical value as it is intended to take up the question Christmas feeling.
the
perhaps
Deming
platform,
station.
of trusts as well as the other question of the cost of living which is a matter
There is something about the sea- ing house. It seems like a case of est of African exployers."
A new and
of daily consideration and it would get a little more money into circulation, son that puts away the grumps and clean or get cleaned Deming Graphic. "Just one brief year I have had,"
Ambulance for the
one cannot long be grouchy at this
at all events.
It's Harder.
Crawford mused, when I came to inof Invalids
Transfer
.T.
do
been
William
time of year even if things
go
Bryan. Jr., has just
terview him, "one year among my livor
Nitrht
at ReaDay
a
so.
admitted to the bar. Being
wrong. It is in the air not to be
lawyer ing white brothers of the civilized
MANY MATILDAS.
sonable Prices.
is harder work than lecturing because world. Now 1 am
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A
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the
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in
Germany,
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going
Orange,
Matilda Reglin was a dressmaker
We have to be given something new there usually is an unscrupulous lawdying millions of darkest Africa!
57. years ago, she had plied her needle in this country 24 years, and put
on the other Those
who
the
law
we
knows
or
never
be
satisfied
and
would
yer
out there on the
was
and
had
souls
she
plan$4,000
savage
each spare penny in a bank. A few weeks ago
Phone 130 Main.
demand is for new side of each case. Albuquerque Jour- - marshes in the very dimmest recesses
this ever-alivning with it to return to the little village in the fatherland, where she could
of life, nal
things In all departments
of the dark continent, are calling me!
The advertisements are regulive the remainder of her days in simple fashion on the interest.
we have it in the dress suit
Nothing Loftier.
And there I will live, among the canOne day she read in the morning papers that the bank had closed its Just now
lar bulletins of "Joy Town"
San
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a
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an
of
men
grab,
and
it
indeed
the
weren't
nibals live till I die!
doors. A trusted official had siphoned out $200,000 and the directors
these days.
Francisco has done grabbed. But it
novation which is fairly startling.
able to make the loss good.
"A thousand miles, it is, away from
landto
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that
white
No
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long
the
immaculate
They tell us that Sauta Claus
longer
Matilda went to her little room near the attic, stuffed paper in the keyof
nearest
the
and
civilization,
outpost
front to glisten under the vest of the scape isn't abolished altogether, those a few
or his twin brothers are already
hole and turned on the gas. When found, she was dead.
nearer
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than
other
any
billions of gallons of water could have
here and glad to greet the chilEminent, experts solemnly assure us that for the government to require man with the swallow tail and even "
lives to the black heart of
LEESE & LOFTUS, PROPS.
higher nor more lofty mission than white man
banks to guarantee their deposits would be a mistake. That it would dis- the latest up to the present time, to shake
Africa the spot which, if it really be
dren.
of
a
the
thirst
city.
great
which consisted of the soft shirt
courage honesty in banking by putting careless or criminal bankers on a
'on earth' at all, is at least, as great Good
And the hints they throw out
Jo!lnson'8 1abs in Albuquerque
and
Teams,
Rigs
level with the safe ones. That it would make depositors careless, too, and bosom, is to go. We are to have a! aldLivingstone called it, 'the uttermost
of new and marvelous
silk from now on in the high
remove the incentive for them to give safe banks the preference.
toys to
all
spot of the earth, and the nearest Drivers
Not to Be Compared.
be seen in the shops make the
It may be so. Rut Matilda thought she had put her savings in a safe circles, it is to be all black bl ick
re- - place to the bottomless pit!
A Chicago
testified
minister
live
live
bank. Govrnment allowed that bank to take her money. Is it too much to waistcoat, black collar, black shin, a CPml
little ones' hearts flutter and
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years ago
ask that bankers who wish to earn profits by the use of other people's money veritable mourning costume. It Is distance of three blocks in that town.
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style into vogue and we are to see the Far
Matilda's friends, if she has any, won't think so.
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way to die there!"
thing grow and grow until the man subject,
And there are a good many Matildas.
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so brief a time? Few know the anin good standing if he insists in number per block. Raton Range.
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(Continued on page seven).
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The light of the Rayo Lamp
your eyes
and its appearance makes it an ornament in a room.
Lighted without removing chimney or shade.
Easy to clean and rewick.
is best for
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with stealing a
policeman's chickens." said the courl
to Vigil this morning, "did you do it?''
"Yes, I did," said Vigil cheerfully.
He intimated later that lie didn't
know the hens belonged to an officer
of the law, or he would have been
more careful about making a noise.
Vigil drew ten days in jail, as did hall
a dozen who were found guilty of vagrancy, including Emilio Candelaria.
Adolfo l.ueero, Juan Caserns, Ralph
Lucero and John Leckner.

Salt Lake Citr

Pleas-an- d

Pellets tone
tip and invigorate liver and
bowels. Be sure
you get what

i

Old Man Arrested.
Last. Monday Deputy Sheriff Cox arrested at the depot, as he was about
to take a train, a man giving his name
as J. W. Harris, charged with forg-nig the name or ixm Alien on two
notes for about $::M each, which he
caplied at the banks one at each bank.
Allen happened to be in town and
being found repudiated the notes and
the warrant was issued upon comBefore
plaint of Cashier Falconer.
Justice Flores, Harris waived examination and was bound over in the sum
of $200 to the district court.
Xot
being able to give bond he was taken
to Socorro by Deputy Sheriff Cox and
longed in Jail. The money was re-

that it freed them from vain
helped them over painful periods in
their life and saved them many a day
of anguish and misery. This tonic, in
liquid form, was devised over 40 years
ago for the womanly system, by R.V.
Pierce, M. D., and has been sold ever
since by dealers in medicine to the
benefit of many thousand women.

with a gentle
cathartic Dr.

Pierce's

-

-

Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription will tell you

now and then,

-

Now if noil prefer you can obtain Dr.
Pierce's Fuvoriie Prescription tablets at
Hour druatiist at $1 per box, also in 50c

size, or send SO one cent stamps

you ask for.

?. V.

Pierce, Jiufialo, A.

Y.

for

NEWS OF THE STATE
Whiskey Barrel Hit Him.
While taking a barrel of whisky
into the basement of the Grand Hotel,
Joe Swearingen was quite ssriously injured when the barrel of wot goods
accidentally slipped and feH onto Mr.
hwearlngen, occasioning severs pains
and hurting his leg.
Mr. Swearingen will be unable to do
heavy work for some time wttil the
injury will be healed, lie is petting
around with the aid of a cane dinar
ion
News-Citize-

Made Him Dance.
Wednesday there was an animal
show in town, and the shows principal
advertising stunt was to take a bear
The bear rode in an
around town.
automobile, and at other times walked. When on the sidewalk In front
of the Eagle drug store it snapped at
When the
the hand of a stranger.
man felt the bear teeth he jumped
back, and went through one of the
big store windows. The owner of the
bear paid for the broken glass. Lords-burLiberal.

g

Hunting Accident.
Last Sunday afternoon while Emma
Adams and Sterling and Williametta
Madden were out shooting rabbits the
target gun carried by Sterling was
discharged, the ball striking
his sister in the leg below the knee
and lodging in the foot. Though the
wound is quite serious the little girl
seems to be doing well and will possibly soon recover. Columbus Courier.

sen was called and gave him attention,
but it is a mystery what happened to
him. While he is getting along nicely
now, he does not remember what happened to him. It is surmised that the
horse in some way kicked him. We
hope he will soon be himself again,
as Harry is a mighty good boy. Wil-larRecord.
d

Fire In Shaft.
Fire was seen yesterday shooting
from the mouth of an old abandoned
mine shaft just north of town. Small
quantities of curling smoke were first
seen, but a few moments later great
volumes of smoke and great leaping
at
flames of fire burst forth which
first caused considerable alarm to the
officials of the American Fuel comA large force
of men were
pany.
at once sent to the shaft to work
against the spread of the flames.
It was not determined what the origin of the fire was, but it is be'ieved
that some person had gone In there
and started a Are for the purpose of
getting warm and shelter from the
cold and snow.
The 'mine has not
been operated for nearly ten years.
Gallup Independent.

Cheerful About It.
Juan Vigil, who says he lives in
Santa Fe, and who has been rooming
near the Springer Transfer company's
corral on the Mountain road, excited
the indignation of Policeman J. R
Salazar last night when he made a
10 o'clock raid on the Salazar poultry yard.
"The noise he made and the noise
the hens made," said Salazar, in his
Strange Accident.
wakenHarry Hanlon dives out in a cart morning report, "would have
ack-e- t
each evening to his home. Monday ed the dead. My son heard the
and
home in
after
Vigil a hundred
chasing
his
to
up
drove
he
evening
in.
an unconscious condition. Dr. Otto- yards caught him and brought him

HOBO

KING'S

PLEA TO

CITY COUNCIL

WINS APPROPRIA

TION FOR THE UNEMPLOYED.

For there is still

TIE

work' in ho tlnno 'mil I
thn sni- peal of those poor, aspiring black men.

have done much; I have brought
comfort to their savage souls and l
After havWayne. Ind.. Dec.
nave mint scnoois lor mem. i nave ,ing been beaten. ,iit.kl,(1 HUtl s(.nil,n
built sixty miles of road, and have ed
by two masked men. Miss Dorothy
made their village sanitary. That, is
In years old, today was hound
jllurber.
the work I have started.
lo a chair and left in a room which
"To complete it, after Ill's. ni one was rapidly being lillcd with gas.
Christmas on earth, I am goini to penThe assailants, alter binding the
etrate again into that savage land of ;girl to a chair, cut off her hair. They
covered.
anil vanish forever from then lied.
cannibals,
Harris, who is an old man and in the
of civilization!"
The girl's brother and cousin re-last stages of tuberculosis, had been the land
turned in time to save her life, but
around here for some days. He prelint until after she became uneon-- i
tended to be a hog buyer, and went out TIMBER CUTTING ON
FORESTS OF SOUTHWEST scions.
to see Allen, who had some hogs for
When she regained consciousness
sale. ITpon his departure he got Allen
A comparison of the
quantity of she said two men came to the house
to write his name In a note book so
he "conld remember it." he explained. timber cut on the national forests of 'and demanded money and her jewelry.
Having Allen's name he made two Arizona and New Mexico during the One of the men said she. was the
notes, signed by himself, endorsed month of November villi the quanl cause of them not getting anything
cut during thn corresponding fore. This is supposed to refer to
Allen's forged signature, upon which
he got the money Monday morning and month in past yea rsi brings out the an al tempt at robbery wo months ago,
started to take the train to Socorro. fact that, in spite of the depression in which the girl bravely thwarted. She
cut in N'o- K suffering from a blow from a
Had not Allen come to town Harris the lumber market, the
of this year was greater than volver handle, kicks and scratches,
would have got away. And Allen was
not due in town Monday as he had an that in any other November since the. hut the doctors say she will recover,
forests were put under administration,
The men have not been caught.
appointment to meet Harris at the Some idea of the
steadily increasing They carried 3ff jewelry and cash,
ranch on that day.
demand lor government timber may value of
Harris had also been around Socor be obtained when if is noted that the
r 'VPB at the home if her
ro where he had registered at the ho
quantity cut. in November, 1010, was f. jlrM. ' prink f llarber, eight. .miles
tel as .1. W. Wilson. He took his ar 3,108.000 feet. li. .VI., valued
at $!),
,,,
f ner,,"
rest, very cooly. He is an intelligent,
I02.9S; in November. 1!il1, the cut was
well informed man of about 55 or (10 4,491 .Out)
feet, with a value of
HIM
years, and makes a good appearance.
in November, 11112. it was - !THE MAN WHO NEGLECTS
SELF.
He is in such a bad state physically, 040.000 feet,
valued at S17.2S2.22
that he is not. likely to live (o stand while dnriiie the month lust mist there! "When his Condition points to kidney
trial. Magdalena News.
were cut 7,C46,WH, worth $1 !.r.9.3!. trouble takes an unwise risk. Back
The onantitv cut this vear would have ache, pain and soreness over the kid
Here's A Perfect Onion.
been even greater had it. not been for neys, nervous or dizzy spells, poor
Through Lieut. O. B. Lusk, Tom the fact that one heavy purchaser slP. are all symptoms that will
with the regular use of Foley
Boatright sent to the department of ag
engaged in cutting timber from! appear
riculture at Washington a specimen private lands adjacent U his sale Kidney .Pills. They put the. kidneys
of the Denia onion grown on his ranch area, so that no national firest timber and bladder in a clean, strong and
This on was cut, and because the weather con-- ; healthy condition. Sold by The
just south of Alamogordo.
t
ion has been developed by Mr.
in northern New Mexico were! a' Pharmacy,
from seed sent him a few years unfavorable.
ago from Spain. In growing these
Work for the New Mexican, tt !i
onions Mr. Boatright has bnen very
New Mexican Want Ads always working for you, for Santa Fe and
careful to have, no other variety in the bring results. Try It
tba new state.
ground near, and as a consequence he
has developed one of the sweetest vafood
rieties of this
MILES IN OPEN BOAT FOR SHIPWRECKED
article. Concerning the sample submitted to him, and in replying to Lieutenant Dusk's letter of inquiry, H, C.
MEN TO REACH HOME.
Thompson, assistant horticulturist of
the U. S. agricultural department,
Crew of Schooner El Dorado Tells Weird Adventure Tale Stranger than
says in part:
Fiction Shipwrecked, Face Starvation, Then Castaway on Desert South
In regard to the onions, I will say
Sea Island Wher Men Marry Native Women.
that the symmetrical specimen is the
finest Denia onion I have ever seen
with respect to shape size and general
external characters. The top is very
small and this is a very desirable feature. If you should select this type
of onion for several years I feel sure
that you could produce a type as good
or better than the Denia onions Imported from Spain. In regard to your
section of the country, will say that
from the reports we have been receiving for the past live or six years, I am
convinced that your territory is one of
the best for the production of Denia
onions.
The only question in connection with this is whether or not the
seed could be produced satisfactorily
If the bulbs run
in your territory.
anywhere near the shape and size of
the specimen you sent, it seems that
the seed grown in your territory is as
satisfactory as the imported seed.
Alamogordo
I
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dis-wa-

Capi-ditlon- s

WOMEN:

NUMBER

largely-consume-

2,500

bums, hut hoboes, who have been victimized by labor sharks of Chicago,
Kansas City and other eastern points
and they have been held up for $5 each
put themselves in hock to get here
on a promise of employment"
A resolution recommended by Mayor Cotterell has been ratified and provides an appropriation of $7,500 for
the unemployed. Superintendent CaBe
of the street department is authorized
to spend $1,000 a week of that amount
to employ idle men on public work,
giving preference to resident married
men for four half days each week
at the minimum rate of $2.75 a day.
Jeff Davis, "King of the Hoboes," addressing Seattle city council and a
portrait showing him at close range.
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eral hundred
voluntarilv
report advancement
as the direet result
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second
con vocal ion
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:M

H. traininirof I.
You need not leave
your present work,
or vour own home.
Mark this coupon ut
once and mail it.

p. m.
A. MASSIF,.

.1.

H. P.

ARTHUR SKLICMAN
Secretary.
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Santa Fe Commandery
1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon-m each month at
Masonic Jllall at 7:30
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Automobile Kimutui;
It etrical Kntrineer
Poultry tarrnititc
Oraltaman
Bookkeeper
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Steniijirapher
1 flephone Kapert
AdvertiMtiR Man
Show-CntWrithttt
Stationary t.nKiouer
Textile Manufacturing
Wtnilow Toninuiiir
Civil Kntrineer
Cettimert iat Itluattat.
ItuililtnK Contractor
Imliifttrial DchiKinet;
Architect
Dratta.
Archttcciural
Concrete Conrvttet'n
f Spaniah
Chemist
I I'r. n. I.
I'liimhinK. Steam rin'g
Languages
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Vine I'oreman
Hank
Mine Superintendent
S rvl Pl Italian
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WESCRTO. CONNOR,
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

E. C.
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lMer fjulltiiiiii cortsfKiDieiJCf ScDools
C
Box 8118. Scranton, fx.
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de-

gree. Ancient and Ac- t Name
cepted Scottish Rite of I St. & No
Free Masonry meets on
- .i,,,-?.".,-....- the third Monday of each month at jffity
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish Kite
Masons are cordially invited to attend. PROFESSIONAL
32",
Venerable Master.
CHAS. A. WHEKLON, Secy.
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CARDS

K. C. ARIiOTT,

ATTORNE
EDWARD

B. P. O. E.
4C0,

F.

1).

O.

A W.

YS-AT--

P. DAVIES

J

City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building

Santa Fe Lodge No.
E.

Rooms
holds Its regular
Santa Fe New Mexico.
session on the secfourth
ond and
Chas R. Easley
Wednesday of each Chas F. Easley,
EASLEY & EASLEY
month. Visiting
Attorneysat-Labrothers are invit
Practice in the Courts and before
ed and welcome,
Land Department.
DA VIES,
Lund Grants and Titles examined.
Exalted Ruler,
Santa Fe, N. M.. branch office, Estan-cia- ,
E. C. BURKE.
N. M.
Secretary.
8

EDWARD

lJ.

Fe

Santa
U15M,

Camp
W.

M.

GEO. W. PRICHARD

A.

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
meets first Monday
Practices in all the District Courts
of each month, Odd and
attention to casses
gives
Fellow's Hall. Vis- before the special
State Supreme Court.
iting neighbors wel- - Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe. N. M.
come.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
A. 15. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.

DR.

F. W. FARMER

Brother

BROWN

Phone Red 6. .
Oiiice Hours: 8 a. m. to
And by Appointment.

hood of American Yoemen.
Meets second

and fourth Mon-- !
d a ys
of each
month at the
Firemen's Hall.

6

W. HUME

.

.

Dentist.
Over Spitz .lewlery Store.
Rooms 1, 2, and 3.

Homestead
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Kvery month sev-

(Continued from page six.)

(Special Correspondence).
Seattle, Wash., Dec. 23. A long line
of silent, hungry men seeking employment stood shivering in the bleak
weather in front of the chambers of
the city council. They were hoboes,
mostly 20O of them.
"There are 5000 of us unemployed in
Seattle today," Jeff DaviB, "King of
the Hoboes,'' told the city council-men- .
"But we don't want charity; we
want work!
"t have seen plenty of want and misery in my time in all parts of the
world, but conditions are worse in
Seattle than in any place I ever came
across.
"I have slept in London 'flops' where
they work "em 24 hours a day, three
shifts. I have been in 'flop' houses in
'Cinci' and 'Chi' and have slept In
Mother Bird's mission in New York,
but never In my travels have I witnessed anything like the conditions
at the Open Door mission here.
"I saw 300 men sleeping on the
floor there, every inch of space occupied a human carpet.
"These men are not tramps or

y

Montezuma
Lodge
The
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Communi- po to the man who is
Regular
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Hall
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up a
you to ii
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K. R. PAUL, W. M.
of work at a mucll
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higher salaiv.''
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What Are
W Worth I
From tlsQ

It Is estimated that
the averace man ih
wurtii $2 a !:ty Irnm
.7fw-wthe
Is he worth from the
ucH-up?
That depends
upon trainiun.
II you are trained so
that you plan and
direct work you aie
worth ten times as
miii'h as the man
who can work only
un'ler orders.

MASONIC

1

If

:'

jp?

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

j

them to take them his word.
"I was the first white man lo reactl
the spot at llala. where David Ltv
ingstone's heart Is buried. It was I
who read the funeral sermon over that
grave, sacred to the most revered of
all explorers. Livingstone died while
seeking 'the fountain of the Nile'
those hidden sources of Egypt's river
which, long before him, Alexander the
Great, and the great Caesar, had
searched for in vain. But I was hunting for hidden human souls, and I
found the fountains of the N'ile!
"Then I fell unde? the dominion of
that bloody black king, Mushidi. He
had a harem of over 500 wives. The
grea king spent sleepless nights
guarding bis own harems! His guilty
wives he murdered. I have seen him
commit atrocious killings, actually
drinking the blood of his victims!
"I was nine years homeless. Then
the 'girl I left behind me' dared to
come out to meet me. She joiued an
expedition at the coast which took her
through those terrible jungles 200
miles inland. There I met Utr, and
the British consul married us. Off
there in the wilderness our babie3
were born no doctor near, no helping
hand!
"One of the horrors of African life,
to my mind, is that you never see but
a Htle blue ribbon of sky overhead and
you must find your way somehow,
blindly, through the long, yellow grass
twelve feet high. And, remember, the
lion is Just the color of that grass;
and Africa has by no means stamped
out all her serpents. That Is why the
average man, after being shut up ten
years in Africa, is nothing but a bun-diof raw nerves!
"I was there more than twice ten
years. And i bad murderous bandits
and cannibals to deal with as well as
beasts. But, now that I am out, I am

FOR HUNT Three or six room
house, furnished or unfurnished. Ap-plv D. S. Lowitzki, '2R San Francisco.

SUR-

PRISING.
The number of young women who
suffer with weak back, dizzy and nervous spells, dull headache and weariness is surprising. Kidney and bladder ills cause these troubles, but If
Foley Kidney 1'ills are taken as dl
rected relief follows promptly, and
the ills disappear. Contain no habit
forming drugs. The Capital Pharmacy

Boat-righ-

HIS ONE CHRISTMAS

j

retired Methodist
Toledo, and a
clergyman, died in St. Lukes hospital
here today.

GIRL TO CHAIR
( UKIV ON I fit OHO

5. p. rn.

j

H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.

rHIMtt

cordially invited.
Knights are most

All

Kaune's
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Left to right Captain Benson Steve Drinkwater and Alex Simoneau,
who sailed 2500 miles on Pacific injan open boat to reach civilization.
El Dorado sprung
her seams.
(Staff Special)
2:i.'l the
ilk .Masts went over and Captain Benson
San Francisco, Cal., Dec.
and his men took to the sea in an open
We surely had
about experiences.
boat with 24 gallons of water, a few
'em. Stormbound,
lip, cans of
condensed milk, soup and soda
ion
starvJ
then
and
castaways,
gales
biscuits.
in an open boat for 28 days I diess
For nine days, watch in and watch
those are about all the elements f und
the men battled in the vortex of
In a shipwreck. And just to ma! ""lout,
tliis terrific hirrlcann.
Then they
sevh
of
a
like
look
real story book;
Easter island. The sea w
- sighted
onKasbells
native
married
the men
so
that it took two days to
ter Islands, the 'Riddle of the Pajiflc' run rough
the gauntlet of breakers.
in
where they are living
The men were in a pitiful condition
huts." Captain Benson of the loan from
exposure when they finally landdoned schooner El Dorado.
ed and were nursed back to health by
the natives.
silent! men
Three sea tanned
They lived on this barren atoll 105
stood by the rail on a transjPacfc lin
Seven of the men married nadays.
er. Behind them was a battereoship's tive women.
But Captain Benson
boat. They were Captain Nei Ben- wanted to get back to civilization. He
son, Steve Drinkwater and A1k Sim- announced that he was going to sail
oneau, formerly of the fouitiiasted 2500 miles to Papeete in the ship's
schooner El Dorado, which isnow at boat and asked for volunteers. Drinkthe bottom of the Pacific.
water and Simoneau offered to take
April 13, Captain Benson land his the chance, so they set out.
crew of nine men sailed froa Astoria
For 28 days they rowed and sailed
bound to Chile with a millid feet of through storm and calm finally reachlumber.
ing Papeete where they boarded a
terrific lurricane, liner for civilization.
June 13, during
water-logge-

i

in-

FOR RENT 10 room house oppo
site Elks opera house. Hath electric
lights and range. O. C. Watson & Co.

IS OtAU.
v i
ucr.
itcv
euuiu.
triuti,
11.
Elian
Wliilluck,
7", of Toledo,
father of Mayor Brand Whillock, of

box.

1

going back rxaiu!

Want five hundred dollars, good
Merest paid, Hox XL this oliice.

WHITLOCK'S

BRAND

to Dr.

trial

San Antonio, Texas, Dee. 2". Chil-- j
dreu of William Maverick, head of a
family long prominent m exas history, will have a reunion here Chrislmas day, when Maverick will give lo
litem more ilian ll.tMin.Oiiu
including
bearing properly. He will keep lot
Hie
to
announce
himself, according
nent ol friends, just enough lo mainlain him in comfortable circumstances
for the remainder of his life. The
children are William Maverick, Jr., of
llerlin, Germany; Robert Maverick,
just returned from a trip around the
world; Mrs. Carl llahn. a singer of
New York; Mrs. Aukustiis Maverick,
and Lewis .Maverick, of San Antonio.
1

The women who have used

Assist Nature

REUNION.

HOLDS

FAMILY
j

OB

Jack Fisher and Charles Woerkle
who said they were cowhands on the
way to Silver City after work were
true.
peruuueo. it) go. springer

Alhunturaui

PROMINENT TEXAS

v Girlhood

locked him up."
"You are charged

SEVfcrx

j

visiting;
store.
o

v

j

'

.

Fellows Hall.
s always welcome.

o'clock

Visiting

broth-- j
j

MiiMinmiinniii
K. OF C.

Fe Council
No. 1707, Knights of
Columbus. Reg u a r
meeting the second
and fourth Mondays
of each month at the
Santa

'

1

K of C. Hall.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Grand Knight.
JOHN J. KENNY, Financial Sec'y.

19H.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:45 a.

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast Points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:20 p. m. to connect with No.
westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
y
train for Clovis and Pecos
points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 5:55 p.
1

m.

regularly
8

7,

Va1-le-

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2. I. O. O. F.
9 Santa Fe Lodge
Odd

S. F. R'Y

tn.
No. 3

1

meets

4

To Be Effeclive;December
j

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA,
Lodge No. 2."jS, holds it regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Firemen's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel-come.
BENITO ALARID, President.
DAVID GONZALES, Secreta

'ery Thursday evening at

A. T

TIME TABLE

o'clock r. rn,
the month at S
Fourth Friday oT
every Second and
meets
Pythias
Santa Fe Lodge
No. 2, Knights of
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.

grass-tharhe- d

i

er
Meeting in K. of

Hall

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleper; also No.
No. 4 eastbound.. . No. 4 takes passengers for Chicago and Kansas
City Daily and for Denver Wed-

nesdays and Saturdays.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.

m.
Leave Santa Fe.8:50 p. m, to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and

No. 9. westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30 a.
i

m.

PASSENGER
:

DEPOT

PHONE

42 W.

rKw

PAGE EIGHT.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

FAN DREWS

HABEAS CORPUS

Auto Delivery Every Hour

SUPREME COURT

Auto Delivery Every Hour

I

The supreme court this morning
Handsome Plumes, p'nncvor
handed doj:n an opinion In the habeas
Notaries Named.
which
from
was
Colfax county,
corpus
Notaries were named today as
Ostrich, which will make an ele- argued last week. The writ is de- jlows: Max Rivera, Guadalupita; Ed- - ffant gift ; also many other arti- nied. The opinion is as follows:
iward H. Fulgum, Raton; B. N. Cook, des I carry will make Xmas gifts
In the matter of ihe application
of Duran ; Win. H. Mullane. Carlsbad ;
.lose Cica and Suva Marijunoric for Manuel Jaramiilo, Old Albuquerque;
( AND A HAPPY HEW YEAR
a writ of habeas corpus.
Ira A. Brown, Hurley.
Statement of Facts.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
This was a petition for a writ of
Expire December 31st.
habeas corpus. Writ denied. The peThe hunting licenses for 1913 expire
on Dec. 31st, this year, and a new
titioners allege that:
No. 4
this bill were influenced by the ownerOn the ISth day of November, 19)3, license is necessary for hunting on ship of stock in that little bank are
during
a complaint was filed before J. M. January 1st or thereafter
nciiculotis," he said, "more than that
Gauna, a justice of the peace in pre- 1914. Already reports for the year by tney are false and the senator knows
cinct No. 20 of Colfax county, attempt- the dozen are coming into the state ihey are false."
and new licenses
ing to charge an offense against the game warden's office,
Senator Nelson another of the ex
to them.
petitioners under a city ordinance of are being sent out
eluded Republican conferees, assailed
said
ordinance being
the city of Raton,
the Democrats. You have not only in-- s
Auto Licenses.
designated as No. i:l: in said com
iki rl the Republicans of the. senate
45
automobile
noon
to
Up
today,
and Insulted and humiliated me," he
plaint, but charged to have been No.
Mexico
New
had
In
their
ap
1!J5 in the return and answer of the (owners
"but you have disfranchised the
licenses ann said,
sheriff to the writ of habeas corpus. plications in for l'Ji
state I represent."
On the day the complaint was filed, tags.
SANTA FE, N. M. J the petitioners were sentenced to
PHONE 12
FURTHER TIME GIVEN IN
in the common jail of Colfax PRESIDENT TO SIGN
WATCH TRUST CASE
BILL
EVENING
THIS
county and to pay a fine of twenty-fivPa., Dec. 23. Judges
Philadelphia.
de-- '
dollars, and to pay costs amounting to
jCray and McPherson today filed a
(Continued From Page One.)
seven dollars and fifty cents each,
cree in the United States court in the
and a commitment was Issued accordt
suit against the
continued Senator Bristow, government
ingly. The 'petitioners were, in 'ac- banks,"
Is Keystone Watch Case company and
senator
from
Oklahoma
that
the
of
the
mandate
cordance with the
interested in banking, that the others, granting leave to the defendcommitment, taken into custody largely
from this system by ants to take further testimony conderived
profits
of
Colfax
by Abe Hixenbaugh, sheriff
he
is
interested in will add cerning the contents of the
the
banks
county, and by htm imprisoned in the
to
his
fortune and "key" to the list of customers of the
directly
personal
county jail on the ISth day of Novem that he has voted to increase from 5 Illinois Watch company.
According
ber, !i:i, and there they remain,
cent to 6 per cent dividends paid to the decree, the testimony must be
The sheriff, by way of response to per
to
Februbefore
the defendants
new regional banks on the taken
rhe writ, filed his return thereto, by the
1.
ary
banks."
held
member
siock
by
Thereupon the petitioners moved to
Mr. Owen retorted that. Bristow's
NOTICE TO TAX PAYERS.
quash the return and discharged the
were "false and ridiculous."
tax rolls have been delivered to
The
charges
return
and
the
upon
petition
prisoners
Senator Owen said that 24 years me and I am prepared to collect and
of the officer. The return, which was
receipt for all taxes. Please note that
designated "return and answer," ad-- l ago heinhad helped to organize a "little
Oklahoma," that, he still own- the quicker the taxes are paid, the
mittel all the material allegations of bank
the petition, except the averments ed stock in the Hnk, and "will own less will be the penalty.
CELSO LOPEZ,
with respect to the ordinance upon it until I die."
"The allegations that my action on
County Treasurer.
which the prosecution was based in
the justice court.
Syllabus by the Court.
The writ of habeas corpus ts not a
Santa Claus made no mistake, calling at "YOUR RELIABLE HARDwrit of error, nor does it, except when
WARE STORE."
Santa Claus Is a shrewd buyer; you will make no
perverted, discharge the functions of
mistake by following his example. They are headquarters for the fola writ of error.
lowing:
Errors or irregularities in the course
CHAFING DISHES AND TRA'S.
PERCOLATORS, COMMUNITY
of the proceedings at or anterior to
A dispatch from Washington states
Mr. Hill is well known in Santa Fe
SILVER WARE, KNIVES AND FOKS, TEA SPOONS
AND TABLE
the trial, which, if presented to an that President Wilson has nominated where he has held a position for some
BICYCLES
COASTER
BRAKE
SPOONS, CARVING SETS, BOY'S
appellate court, by way of appeal or Adolph P. Hill for postmaster of San- time in the office of the secretary of
GUARANTEED
EQUIPMENT, BOV'S WAGONS AND SLEDS, BOY'S
writ of error, must necessarily result ta Fe.
state. He was formerly county clerk
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS, ROLLER AND ICE SKATES, DAISY AIR
in the reversal of the judgment, are
and has been identified with the Dem204
Mr.
Hill
The
with
other
name(of
RIFLES.
not sufficient, for that reason, as
ever since he could vote.
to postmastershlps. was ocratic party
He speaks both English and Spanish
And many other things in the Hardware line appropriate for Christgrounds for the release of a prisoner appointment
me
senate last, nignt tsy tne
of habeas sent to
mas presents.
upon application for a t
;
fluently and has often served as inpresident,
at political meetings.
corpus.
terpreter
As to jurisdictional
Contrary t expectations, the nomi
When notified of the dispatch from
questions, a
did
nations
the
ifot
include
designais
which
the
judgment upon
prisoner
Washington Mr. Hill stated to a reheld is aided by the same presump-- j tion of a nert comptroller of the cur- porter of the New Mexican that he
tions as in other cases of collateral rency who wif) have an important part had hoped for some time to laud the
assault. If the record is silent, as to in organizing the new currency sys- appointment but that he has not. yet
is tem.
been informed of his nomination by
facts, jurisdiction
jurisdictional
For some time it has been known the president.
presumed.
A sentence Is legal so far as it Is that Mr. Hilljwas
the Democratic
The news of Mr. Hill's nomination
within the provisions of law and the choice for postmaster to succeed John was the topic of conversation today in
jurisdiction of the court over the per- Pflueger, the jlresent postmaster who political circles as well as throughout
il son and the offense, and only void as is a Republican.
the city.
Col--

Wishing You

I

1913.

moon

rim m

I
!

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

STREET.

:

I

HOLIDAY VALUES

I

m

The Clarendon Garden,

sixty-day-

SAN FRANCISCO

s

SPECIAL SALE

Monday, Tuesday and

e

mmm

Wednesday,

anti-trus-

ADOLPH P. HILL NOMINATED
POSTMASTER OF SANTA FE

,

j

25

Reduction

On our entire stock of Neckties, Silk Scarfs, Combina-

tion

Sets, Traveling Sets,
Military Brush Sets and Collar Bags; also a very fine
line of Bath Robes, Sweaters,
Mackinaws and Overcoats
are included in this Big Saving Event at

The Reliable Hardware Store.

McCLINTOCK & WRIGHT'S
Catron Block, Santa Fe,

N. AL

t

BUSTLING
CHRISTMAS STORE!

off BRIGHT, BUSY,

WHITE HOUSE
A MOST WELCOME

GIFT

THE MOST COMPLETE

HANDKERCHIEFS

LADiES' AND GENTS'

Assortment of Holiday Goods

silk umbrellas

Deta&"

IN

$5,00
Ladies' Ft Sets
20

S

ISS
,ata

'

i

Drawn Work and Other Linen Scarfs,
center Pieces, Table Sets and Towels in Endless Variety

3:rWH1LETHEYLA5Ts

fV

!

wmi
LADIES'
o

VtSCOUIlt

'
,

Gents Ladies and Chi dren s

nXoca

!

BATH R0BES

At a 20

!

WELCOME

KIMONOS

Superior Housekeeping Linens,

Per Cent Reduction

ladies' phoenix

"

ALWAYS

With our Important Price Inducements

Dent's and Fowne's Kid Gloves
"t

ARE

SILK and CREPE

THE CITY!

SOLE AGENTS FOR

IN LYNX, BLACK and

fox,

j

Showing; decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyoneSteins,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

I
J

MISSA. MUGLER

ANDREWS PhoneNo4

Phone

23,

CHINA

HAND-PAINTE- D

tence.
A. C.
Opinion by Judge Hanna.
A Fine Christmas Gift!
Voorhees and R. K. Studlev for the
petitioners. O. L. Phillips, assistant BEAUTIFUL SCARF VEILS.
NOVELTV RIBBON PIECES,
district attorney of Colfax
county,
for the state.

WRIT DENIED BY

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

HATS

to excess, when such excess is separ-- ,
able and may be dealt with without
disturbing the valid portion of the sen-

OFFICIAL.

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

Discount

MUST BE SATISFIED or it
Attractive Special Prices
All Silk Guaranteed Hose
.
tfofijl
whit
110 Sale 31 Th
IS
, AI, 0ur
nOUSe
Put up in Christmas Boxes. $3.00
Cut Glass, Picture Frames,
lf you have occason to EXCHANQE goods pre- PSHk
Hose '
Gents' Phoenix
serve the sales chffik enclosed with every purchase $m Leather Goods and All NoveltieS
guaranteed, $2.00 a Box. 4 Pairs.
J

T

i

y .

CATRON BLOCK,
SANTA FE, N. M.

THE WHITE HOUSE

